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Abstract
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Light has substantial influences on the physiology and behavior of most laboratory animals. As
such, lighting conditions within animal rooms are potentially significant, and often
underappreciated variables within experiments. Disruption of the light/dark cycle, primarily by
exposing animals to light at night (LAN), disturbs biological rhythms and has widespread
physiological consequences due to mechanisms such as melatonin suppression, sympathetic
stimulation, and altered circadian clock gene expression. Thus, attention to the lighting
environment of laboratory animals and maintaining consistency of a light/dark cycle is imperative
for study reproducibility. Light intensity as well as wavelength, photoperiod, and timing are all
important variables. Although modern rodent facilities are designed to facilitate appropriate light
cycling, there are simple ways to modify rooms to prevent extraneous light exposure during the
dark period. Attention to lighting conditions of laboratory animals by both researchers and
research care staff ensures best practices for maintaining animal welfare, as well as reproducibility
of research results.
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Introduction
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Life on Earth has evolved under light days and dark nights over the course of billions of
years; thus, biological systems have evolved in a way that the overall health and well-being
of an organism depends on its physiology and behavior following this rhythmic
environment. Locomotor activity and sleep are the behaviors with the most obvious
circadian patterns, but hormones, core body temperature in endotherms, metabolism,
immune function, and several other physiological and behavioral processes critical for
survival also have rhythms coordinated by light/dark exposure (Gnocchi & Bruscalupi,
2017; Refinetti & Menaker, 1992; Scheiermann et al., 2013; Wiggins & Legge, 2016; Yang
et al., 2006). Strict adherence to this biological schedule is adaptive for wild animals; for
example, most rodent species forage under the protection of darkness to reduce the
likelihood of predation (Clarke, 1983; Griffin et al., 2005). Chances of survival are
significantly increased when a free-living animal’s biological clock is synchronized to the
environment (Brooks & Canal, 2013; Sharma, 2003; Spoelstra et al., 2016). On the other
hand, disruption of an animal’s light days or dark nights can disturb these critical survival
behaviors as well as indirectly cause harm through misalignment of the circadian clock.

Author Manuscript

Depending on cloud cover and time of day, the sun provides up to 100,000 lux of light at the
Earth’s surface, whereas a full moon on a cloudless night casts off less than 2 lux of light
(Thorington, 1985; Weaver, 2011; Wright et al., 2013). Until approximately 140 years ago,
when electric lighting was introduced, the sun was solely responsible for the demarcation
between day and night. Today, >99% of people living in the United States and Europe reside
in regions with significant nighttime artificial light pollution (Falchi et al., 2016). Initially
astronomers raised the alarms about light pollution, and subsequently nighttime light
exposure has been correlated with several concerning physical and mental health trends in
humans such as depression, increased risk of cancer, immune suppression, and obesity
(Conlon et al., 2007; Erren et al., 2010; Haus & Smolensky, 2013; Kloog et al., 2008; Min &
Min, 2017; Obayashi et al., 2013; Obayashi et al., 2017; Schernhammer et al., 2003;
Schernhammer et al., 2006; Spiegel et al., 2009). Ecologists have likewise documented
physiological and behavioral changes in free-living animals (Dominoni et al., 2013a;
Dominoni et al., 2013b; Kempenaers et al., 2010; Miller, 2006; Raap et al., 2016), and
researchers studying biological rhythms in wild and laboratory animals have recapitulated
and expanded these observations (Bedrosian et al., 2011a; Fonken et al., 2009; Fonken et al.,
2012). However, many laboratory-based investigators in other fields do not appear to
appreciate the importance of synchronized circadian rhythms for the overall wellbeing of
research animals and rigor of laboratory experiments.

Author Manuscript

Because artificial light has substantial influence on the physiology and behavior of
laboratory animals, lighting conditions within animal rooms are a significant, and often
underappreciated, variable within experiments. Animals exposed to problematic light
intensity, wavelength, or timing are at risk for circadian disruption (Ohta et al., 2005) and
subsequent behavioral and physiological alterations. In this paper, we review circadian
rhythms and the effects of extraneous light exposure, specifically light at night (LAN), on
research animals, and provide simple suggestions for modifying rodent holding rooms to
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better control light/dark cycles. This, in turn, should reduce experimental variability and
increase reproducibility of laboratory research by keeping biological rhythms aligned.

Circadian Rhythms

Author Manuscript

Circadian rhythms are endogenous biological rhythms with periods of approximately 24
hours that persist in the absence of environmental cues. In mammals, circadian rhythms are
organized by a master biological clock located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the
anterior hypothalamus (Partch et al., 2014; Takahashi, 2016). Lesser circadian pacemakers
have been discovered in the pineal gland, and several peripheral organs including retinas and
liver, but the SCN synchronizes them (Lamia et al., 2008). In free running conditions
(without exogenous cues), circadian rhythms may shift to a slightly shorter or longer period
and gradually disengage from the geological cycle (Stephan, 1983; Czeisler et al., 1999).
Therefore, environmental cues, such as light, precisely entrain circadian rhythms to the 24-h
solar day. This entraining mechanism allows organisms to synchronize their physiology and
behavior with the environment for optimal functioning as well as for survival. A circadian
clock is present in virtually all flora and fauna (Somers et al., 1998; Tei et al., 1997),
suggesting that circadian rhythms are fundamental to overall fitness.

Light at Night (LAN)

Author Manuscript

Because light plays such a significant role in circadian clock entrainment, the timekeeping
system is vulnerable to aberrant lighting outside the solar day. Humans are potentially
exposed to light at night during hospital stays, night shift work, nighttime travel, or from
artificial light pollution in the environment. Likewise, laboratory animals are potentially
subjected to light exposure at night from vivarium light sources. Exposure to constant light
can disrupt circadian rhythms by desynchronizing clock neurons, although the ability to
generate rhythms remains intact. This may result in “splitting” behavioral rhythms into two
bouts of activity and rest within 24-h, phase shifting to shorter or longer periods, or a
flattening/complete loss of rhythms (Ohta et al., 2005). For laboratory animals, sources of
bright light within vivaria include constant light from malfunctioning light timers or pulses
of light from improperly entering animal rooms or working with animals during the dark
phase.

Author Manuscript

Low light intensities during the dark phase (dim light at night, dLAN) are also capable of
disrupting biological rhythms. Nocturnal species, including most laboratory rodents, often
have poor visual acuity, but remain highly sensitive to light intensity (Baker, 2013).
Melanopsin, the photopigment present in ipRGCs, is activated by less than 1 lux of light
(Glickman et al., 2002). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that any extraneous light in vivaria
could potentially disturb circadian rhythms. Chronic dLAN exposure for laboratory animals
can originate from electronics and rack tower screens within the room or hallway light
leaking in around doors and through windows.
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Physiological Effects of Light at Night

Author Manuscript

Disrupted circadian rhythms from LAN exposure likely cause extensive physiological
effects through three key mechanisms: altered clock gene expression, melatonin suppression,
and sympathetic stimulation (Jones et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2010; Takahashi, 2016). Clock
genes including Brain and Muscle ARNT-like Protein 1 (Bmal1), Circadian Locomotor
Output Cycles Kaput (Clock), Cryptochrome (Cry 1 and 2), and Period (Per 1–3) work
intricately together to generate oscillations of clock-controlled gene expression which
control tissue function and maintain homeostasis (Partch et al., 2014; Takahashi, 2016).
Disruption of these clock genes can create feedback loops that deviate from 24 h, resulting
in misalignment of circadian-controlled processes and loss of homeostasis (Mazzoccoli et
al., 2012). Exposure of laboratory rodents to light during the dark phase, as short as a 15
minute pulse, can elevate baseline expression of clock genes, phase shift the molecular
clock, and increase daytime activity (Daan and Pittendrigh, 1976; Shigeyoshi et al., 1997;
Shuboni and Yan, 2010). Even chronic exposure to 5 lux of light, a level approximately
equal to a nightlight ~2 meters away, altered circadian clock genes Bmal1, Per1, Per2, Cry1
and Cry2 in central and peripheral tissues in Swiss Webster mice (Fonken et al., 2013) and
Siberian hamsters (Bedrosian et al., 2013a). Although altered clock gene expression in
laboratory animals is unlikely to affect immediate survival, for example by foraging at the
incorrect time and falling prey to a predator, it can alter oscillations of clock-controlled
genes throughout the body and disturb homeostasis.

Author Manuscript

In addition to altering clock gene expression, effects of LAN may occur due to melatonin
suppression. Melatonin has a remarkably extensive list of receptor-mediated (e.g. circadian
regulation, immune modulation) and receptor-independent (e.g. free radical scavenging,
detoxification) physiological functions (Carrillo-Vico, 2005; Reiter, 2009; Reiter 2014).
Notably, changes in melatonin disrupt endocrine pathways via alterations in reproductive,
adrenal, and thyroid hormone axes (Scheving and Pauly, 1966; Snyder et al., 1965; TorresFarfan et al., 2008). Accordingly, suppression of melatonin due to aberrant light exposure
has the potential for widespread biological consequences due to its diverse functionality.

Author Manuscript

Melatonin suppression is dependent on light intensity, wavelength, and host species. Studies
have demonstrated that dim light at night, as low as 0.25 lux of broad spectrum light in rats
(Dauchy et al., 1999), or 0.05 lux of green light in Syrian hamsters (Podolin et al., 1987),
can suppress pineal melatonin production. Whereas the majority of mammals have robust
melatonin rhythms, melatonin production is highly variable among laboratory rodents.
Commonly used laboratory rodents including rats (Rattus norvegicus), Syrian hamsters,
Siberian hamsters, and Mongolian gerbils all demonstrate a discrete, nocturnal melatonin
peak (review Reiter, 1991). On the other hand, melatonin production among laboratory
mouse strains is more variable in terms of amount and timing. A considerable melatonin
peak 2 h before lights on has been detected by radioimmunoassay in C3H and CBA mouse
strains (Goto et al., 1989; Viven-Roels et al., 1998); however, no melatonin peak was
detected in other inbred strains including C57BL/6, BALB/c, and AKR mice (Ebihara et al.,
1986; Goto et al., 1989; Kennaway et al., 2001). Melatonin production has been debated by
other investigators sampling more frequently (every 15–30 min) during the dark cycle who
were able to detect a brief but significant melatonin peak in C57BL/6, BALB/c, and AKR
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strains (Conti & Maestroni, 1998; Maestroni et al., 1986; Viven-Roels et al., 1998).
Mutations in enzymes that catalyze the synthesis of melatonin such as N-acetyltransferase
(Roseboom et al., 1998) and/or hydroxyindole-O-methyltransferase (HIOMT) (Kasahara et
al., 2010; Kennaway et al., 2001) may explain the variability in melatonin robustness among
laboratory mouse strains. Notably, regardless of the magnitude of melatonin peak, these
animals all maintain strong circadian rhythmicity.

Author Manuscript

Moreover, the SCN generates a strong circadian rhythm in autonomic nervous system
signaling (Lee et al., 2010) and, independent of melatonin suppression, sympathetic control
has been documented to alter physiological processes following changes in lighting
conditions (Bartness et al., 2002). The sympathetic nervous system regulates important
cellular processes such as cell cycle control; therefore, circadian dysfunction may promote
tumor formation and progression (Lee et al., 2010). This is particularly important for animal
tumor studies because of the potential for altered tumor growth rates following LAN
exposure (Dauchy et al., 1999; Dauchy et al., 2011).
Metabolism and Obesity
There are compelling data available regarding the relationship between circadian and
metabolic disruption. Rodents that lack expression of normal circadian clock genes have
abnormal metabolic phenotypes. For example, Clock Δ19 mutant mice are obese and have
abnormal lipid and glucose metabolism (Yang et al., 2006). Likewise, Bmal1 mutant mice
have impaired insulin responsiveness and gluconeogenesis (Rudic et al., 2004). These strains
demonstrate the importance of an intact molecular clock for normal metabolism.

Author Manuscript

Similar to mutant mouse models, laboratory animals exposed to dLAN have elevated body
mass and body fat (Fonken et al., 2013) and impaired glucose tolerance (Opperhuizen et al.,
2017) compared to those with dark nights. Exposing mice to dLAN for just two weeks
reduces energy expenditure and increases carbohydrate over fat oxidation, resulting in an
overall increase in body mass (Borniger et al., 2014). Administration of exogenous
melatonin to obese mice and to jet-lagged mice attenuates circadian disruption in adipose
tissue as well as reduces body weight gain (Liu et al., 2017). Additionally, mice exposed to
dLAN shift a portion of their normal nocturnal food intake to daytime and increase body
mass despite equivalent caloric intake relative to mice in dark nights (Fonken et al., 2010).

Author Manuscript

The alterations in body fat composition and glucose tolerance observed in obese mice
potentially alters research results. Drug administration in obese laboratory animals is
difficult because pharmacokinetic data are determined in individuals of healthy body mass.
Due to the lower relative lean muscle in obese animals, they are often overdosed when
calculating drug dosages based strictly on body mass (Cheymol, 2000). Further, increased
incidence of comorbidities in obese animals may impair function of organs involved in drug
elimination such as the kidney or liver. Obesity is also associated with chronic, low-grade
inflammation, specifically increased TNF-α (Hotamisligil et al., 1993). Thus, exposure to
LAN precipitates metabolic disruption, which may cause variability in research results due
to inconsistent agent administration, comorbidities, and other systemic effects in laboratory
animals.
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The immune system is vulnerable to circadian disruption due to clock control of immune
cell counts and function. Immune cell and cytokine/chemokine levels fluctuate according to
the time of day and the sleep-wake cycle (Cermakian et al., 2013). Specifically, rodent
studies describe increased levels of lymphocytes, granulocytes, neutrophils, and monocytes
during the day compared to at night; however, numbers of NK cells peak at the end of the
dark cycle (Hriscu, 2005; Pelegri et al., 2013; Oishi et al., 2006). Rodents that lack
expression of normal clock genes demonstrate their importance for the immune system. For
example, Clock mutant mice display suppressed and phase shifted total white blood cell and
lymphocyte counts compared to wild types (Oishi et al., 2006). Similarly, Per2 mutant mice
have suppressed levels of IFN-γ, a critical cytokine that modulates both innate and adaptive
immunity, and loss of IFN-γ normal daily rhythmicity (Arjona & Sarkar, 2006).

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Immune responses often vary depending on time of day due to these daily oscillations in
immune cell activity, therefore circadian disruption from LAN has the potential to alter
immune function. For example, allergic diseases exhibit daily variation in symptom severity
based on time of day, which can be explained by circadian control of IgE/mast cell-mediated
allergic reactions (Nakamura et al., 2011) and T cell-mediated hypersensitivity reactions
(Takita et al., 2013). This variation is demonstrated by Siberian hamsters exposed to dLAN
that had decreased skin contact hypersensitivity response compared to controls in dark
nights (Bedrosian et al., 2011b). Interestingly, offspring of dLAN-exposed hamsters that
were housed in standard LD lighting conditions from birth also exhibited differential
delayed hypersensitivity reaction than controls (Cisse et al., 2017). Furthermore, mouse
models have demonstrated that susceptibility to endotoxic shock is dependent on the time of
day when lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is administered (Marpegan et al., 2009). Mice exposed
to 4 weeks of dLAN had heightened inflammatory responses to LPS injection compared to
mice housed in dark nights (Fonken et al., 2013). In addition to phase shifted immune
response, exaggerated reactivity to LPS is likely due to suppression of melatonin and its
anti-inflammatory effects (Tan et al., 2002). Several inflammatory cytokines are elevated in a
tissue-specific manner following dLAN exposure in mice and Siberian hamsters (Bedrosian
et al., 2013b; Fonken et al., 2013).

Author Manuscript

Altered immune function in laboratory animals potentially affects animal welfare and
experimental outcomes. Decreased lymphocyte counts and chronic inflammation following
circadian dysfunction damages immune surveillance and precedes various infectious and
non-infectious diseases (Landskron et al., 2014; Vojdani, 2014; Wellen and Hotamisligil,
2005). These pathologies not only decrease animal wellbeing, but also have the potential to
confound research data. Importantly, immunology research outcomes such as infectious
disease testing are directly impacted by any alterations to the immune system. Controlling
the timing of immune challenges as well as maintaining circadian rhythm alignment is vital
for research reproducibility due to daily variation in immune cell numbers and reactions.
Cancer
Cancer is likely the biomedical field for which the most compelling data exist for an effect
of nighttime lighting in both humans and rodents. Cancer rates in industrialized nations are
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remarkably higher than elsewhere, and increased LAN exposure is one of the many factors
to which this phenomenon has been attributed. Indeed, more than 99% of the US and
European populations live in regions with significant nighttime light pollution (Falchi et al.,
2016). While controlling for other relevant socioeconomic factors, breast cancer rates were
correlated with mean illumination levels at night in 164 countries. There is a strong
correlation between levels of light at night and breast cancer rates in these countries (Kloog
et al., 2008).

Author Manuscript

Likewise, night shift work is associated with an increased risk of developing breast, prostate,
and colorectal cancer; presumably in part due to exposure to LAN exposure (Schernhammer
et al., 2003; Schernhammer et al., 2006; Conlon et al., 2007; Kloog et al., 2008). In fact,
recently The International Agency for Research on Cancer listed shift work as “probably
carcinogenic to humans” in group 2A (World Health Organization, 2010) and Denmark
offers compensation to women who work night shifts and develop breast cancer (Erren et al.,
2010).

Author Manuscript

Laboratory studies utilizing animals also report a positive relationship between exposure to
LAN and tumor formation and progression. More than 60 years ago, increased occurrence of
spontaneous mammary tumors in mice housed in constant light was first reported (Jöchle
1964). Likewise, induced mammary tumor incidence is increased in rats exposed to constant
light beginning in utero compared to those in dark nights (Mhatre et al., 1984). Notably,
administration of melatonin to these rats in a pattern that simulates nighttime exogenous
release reverses the deleterious effects of constant light. Constant lighting conditions may
also be favorable for enhanced tumor growth due to increased macrophage recruitment and
upregulation of genes involved in lipogenesis, glucose uptake, and tumor growth in the
tumor microenvironment (Guerrero-Vargas et al., 2017). Promotion of anabolic metabolism
may be necessary to support rapid tumor growth.
Increased tumor incidence and progression are not limited to constant light. Dim light during
the dark phase also promotes tumor progression in rats with hepatomas (Dauchy et al.,
1999), mice with induced mammary adenocarcinoma (Schwimmer et al., 2014), and rats
with human breast cancer xenographs (Blask et al., 2005). Remarkably, these effects were
also able to be rescued by the administration of exogenous melatonin during the dark phase.

Author Manuscript

Whether due to the general disruption of circadian rhythms, reduced melatonin production,
or likely a combination of the two, exposure to LAN increases cancer risk. With an
increased resurgence in this area of research, beneficial effects of melatonin on tumor
initiation and progression have become increasingly clear. Melatonin can reduce estrogen
receptor alpha (ERα) mRNA expression/transcriptional activity and decrease aromatase
action (Molis et al., 1994; Ram et al., 1998; Blask et al., 2011), both of which play important
roles in tumor growth of ER+ breast cancer. Further, melatonin can inhibit cancer cell
invasion and metastasis by enhancing the expression of adhesion proteins (e.g. E-cadherin
and β1 integrin) and decreasing expression of matrix metalloproteinases (Mao and Hill,
2010; Blask et al., 2011).
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The beneficial actions of melatonin are not limited to direct effects on cancer cells.
Melatonin can enhance immune surveillance by increasing natural killer cell activity, which
is an important mechanism limiting tumor growth (Stevens et al., 1992). Further, melatonin
counteracts tumor immune evasion by increasing IL-12, IL-2, and INF-γ production in T
cells and monocytes, therefore driving T cells toward a Th1 response (Carrillo-Vico et al.,
2005). Importantly, all of the beneficial effects of melatonin on cancer initiation, progression
and immune cell activation are absent when animals are exposed to light at night (Blask et
al., 2014).

Author Manuscript

Not only do these data present concern for the health of the animals in non-cancer studies,
but also results from studies involving tumor formation and progression may be skewed if
LAN is not carefully controlled and reported. For example, Dauchy et al. (2011) describes
relocating a cancer laboratory between institutions and finding the new animal room
contained light pollution that augmented tumor growth rates along with many other
physiologic parameters. Tumor latency-to-onset and proliferation rate increased directly in
proportion to light intensity at night experienced by tumor-bearing nude rats. This case
undoubtedly emphasizes the real consequences of LAN on animal data for researchers.
Reproduction

Author Manuscript

The circadian clock system is integrated into the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG)
axis, regulating hormone gene expression and secretion as well as biological rhythms within
reproductive tissues (Khan et al., 2016). Ovaries of vertebrates, from fish to mammals, have
oscillating Clock and Per2 expression, and the light/dark cycle is critical for regulating these
clock genes (Karman & Tischkau, 2006; Shimizu et al., 2011; Wiggins and Legge, 2016).
Female reproductive cycling, oocyte recruitment, and release of a mature oocyte are directly
influenced by ovarian biologic rhythms (Wiggins and Legge, 2016). In fact, both male and
female Bmal1 knock out mice are infertile due to delayed implantation and early embryo
loss (Alvarez et al., 2008). Reproductive timing is profoundly influenced by clock genes,
and consequently misalignments of the circadian clock can alter or repress reproduction.

Author Manuscript

Numerous studies have demonstrated that abnormal lighting conditions are capable of
disrupting reproductive endocrinology in various animals including humans. In free-living
birds, exposure to artificial LAN altered estrone concentrations in female blackbirds
(Dominoni et al., 2013b), testosterone in female scrub-jays (Schoech et al., 2013), and
luteinizing hormone (LH) in male scrub-jays (Schoech et al., 2013). Furthermore, exposure
to constant light has been shown to disrupt ovulation in hamsters (Alleva et al., 1968), and
eventually cease ovulation in rats due to LH suppression (Lawton & Schwartz, 1967). In
addition to animals, similar observations in human studies show that circadian disruption
due to shift work, jet lag, or exposure to LAN can alter female menstrual cycles and
ovulation (Mahoney, 2010; Lin et al., 1990; Preston et al., 1973).
Many wild and domestic animals, including some laboratory species, are seasonal breeders,
meaning their reproductive status is dependent on duration of light exposure and resulting
melatonin production (review Reiter, 2009). Thus, interruption of the dark phase with
artificial light can disturb melatonin production and provide animals with incorrect
information regarding day length. Artificial light has been shown to perturb seasonal
Behav Neurosci. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2019 August 01.
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breeding in various animal species (Baker & Richardson, 2006; Chemineau et al., 1992;
Robert et al., 2015). For example, European blackbirds exposed to very low dLAN (0.3 lux)
exited their photorefractory period nearly one month earlier than birds exposed to dark
nights, and demonstrated no signs of reproductive activity the next year (Dominoni et al.,
2013b). Likewise, Siberian hamsters exposed to short day/long night lighting conditions
with the addition of dLAN did not display the expected winter phenotype of reduced
gonadal and body mass, decreased sperm count, and white pelage (Ikeno et al., 2014).
Moreover, male mouse lemurs exposed to 5 weeks of LAN during a short-day lighting
regimen had increased testis size and plasma testosterone concentration, indicating
premature sexual recrudescence (Le Tallec et al., 2016). Thus, LAN has been shown to
disrupt reproduction in a wide range of species.
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Reproduction in photoperiodic animals is highly sensitive to aberrant lighting during the
dark phase, and the health of breeding colonies is likely improved with increased attention to
maintaining dark nights. This is especially noteworthy for principal investigators with rodent
breeding colonies. Laboratory purpose-bred rodents generally breed during the night and
breeding success is highest with a consistent light/dark cycle due to normal melatonin
signaling.
Glucocorticoids

Author Manuscript

Glucocorticoids modulate numerous biological functions, including maintaining
homeostasis and coordinating stress responses; glucocorticoids are often referred to as
“stress hormones” but they also serve many critically important physiological functions.
Glucocorticoid levels in the blood follow a circadian rhythm, increasing upon waking,
peaking within ~30 min, and then slowly declining throughout the animal’s active phase.
Within this general pattern, synthesis of glucocorticoids occurs as discrete ultradian pulses,
pulsing approximately hourly, due to alternating activation and inhibition of the
hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis (Lightman et al., 2008).
Studies in laboratory rodents demonstrate that abnormal light cycles are able to eliminate the
normal biological rhythm of glucocorticoids and/or increase circulating levels in the blood.
For instance, 5 lux of dLAN flattened endogenous cortisol rhythms in hamsters (Bedrosian
et al., 2013a) and increased circulating corticosterone levels in mice and grass rats (Fonken
et al., 2012; Martynhak et al., 2016). Even 15 min bursts of bright light exposure at night
increased glucocorticoid hormones in mice compared to LD controls, and supplementation
with exogenous melatonin was able to rescue glucocorticoid levels (Wilson and Downs,
2015).

Author Manuscript

Glucocorticoids are robust immunomodulatory agents capable of disturbing virtually all
physiologic processes including wound healing, blood pressure, growth and development,
blood glucose levels, muscle and bone physiology, and mentation (Schacke et al., 2002).
Accordingly, alterations in circulating glucocorticoid levels from exposure of laboratory
animals to aberrant light has the potential for systemic effects that may interfere with data
interpretation by researchers in various disciplines.
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Growth factors including growth hormone (GH) and insulin-dependent growth factor 1
(IGF1) display daily oscillations. Research in the area of LAN and growth is sparse;
however, due to circadian control of growth hormones, dLAN exposure during development
may disturb expected growth rates and overall wellbeing of animals. This was shown in
songbirds exposed to dLAN (3 lux) during development that had reduced gains in body mass
compared to control birds (Raap et al., 2016). Another notable consideration is that the
response to GH administration is dependent on the time of day. GH administration at various
times of day in teleost fish leads to varied activation of the somatotropic axis, with the
greatest effect observed when given midway through the dark period (Costa et al., 2015).
Attention should be given to a time of day effect when administering growth hormone.
Consequently, timing of administration of growth hormones must be controlled during
research studies in order to reduce variability between animals.
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Considerations for Invertebrates
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Lighting conditions are also a concern when housing invertebrates used in research because
these animals (and even unicellular organisms) have the same complexity of biological
rhythms as mammals (Vitaterna et al., 2001). In fact, the first circadian clock genes were
identified in the fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster), and the fruit fly today remains a
fundamental model organism for studying genetics, development, and disease (Konopka and
Benzer, 1971; Bellen et al., 2010). Constant bright light has been shown to negatively affect
fecundity, longevity, and development of D. melanogaster (Sheeba et al., 1999; Kouser and
Palaksha, 2014). These widespread effects have the potential to alter experimental results
utilizing fruit flies. Other less-commonly studied invertebrates are similarly vulnerable to
aberrant lighting conditions. Exposure to LAN can dampen immune responses in crickets
(Durrant et al., 2015); reduce clutch sizes in ants (Lone and Sharma, 2008); and decrease
likelihood of successful mating in moths, fireflies, and aphids (Firebaugh and Haynes, 2016;
Sanders et al., 2015; Van Geffen et al., 2015). These findings highlight that the potential
effects of LAN on circadian disruption and physiology are highly conserved across
phylogeny and appropriate light/dark cycles must be considered when housing invertebrates.

Behavioral Effects of Light at Night

Author Manuscript

In addition to many physiological functions, LAN also potentially affects animal behaviors
under circadian control. Beyond activity and rest, the effects of light at night on affective
behaviors, specifically depressive-like and anxiety-like behaviors, remain problematic for
research outcomes. For example, Siberian hamsters exposed to dLAN for 8 weeks and mice
exposed to constant light for 3 weeks both displayed increased depressive-like behavior
compared to control LD animals (Bedrosian et al., 2011a; Fonken et al., 2009). These
consequences are not limited to immediate effects as exposure of mouse or hamster pups to
dLAN in early post-natal life has been demonstrated to cause anxiety-like behavior that
persists into adulthood (Borniger et al., 2014; Cisse et al., 2016). Furthermore, Nile grass
rats, a diurnal laboratory rodent, exhibited impaired learning and memory in addition to
increased depressive-like behaviors with chronic exposure to dLAN (Fonken et al., 2012).
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Together, these studies emphasize the potential for persistent behavioral changes in
laboratory animals exposed to aberrant lighting conditions.
These affective-like changes are concerning for more than just researchers who perform
behavioral testing, because psychological states affect other organ systems and can influence
the outcomes of a multitude of diseases. Neurotransmitters, neuropeptides, and
neurohormones altered with mental disorders are common signaling mediators in the
immune system, endocrine system, and peripheral nerves (Reiche et al., 2004). This means
that psychosocial disorders may have systemic implications. To illustrate, depression has
been associated with morbidities such as cardiovascular disease (Perlmutter et al., 2000),
hypertension (Meng et al., 2012), and diabetes (Anderson et al., 2001) in humans. Thus,
exposure of laboratory animals to LAN can cause depressive- and anxiety-like behaviors
with the potential for broad physiological changes.

Author Manuscript

Lighting Conditions in Animal Rooms
Due to the extensive effects on physiology and behavior, aberrant light in vivaria can broadly
affect animal welfare and research outcomes. Therefore, the lighting environment in animal
holding rooms is an important variable in animal research. While these principles apply to
all species used in research, we will focus on rodents considering mice and rats account for
approximately 95% of biomedical research animals in the United States (National
Association for Biomedical Research, 2017).
Macroenvironment

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

The Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animal, a publication produced by the NIH,
specifies international standards for animal care in biomedical research. The Guide
recommends that extraneous light exposure during the dark cycle be minimized or
eliminated, and that a time-controlled lighting system be used to guarantee regular cycling
(National Research Council, 2011). The Guide also states that 325 lux, measured
approximately 1 m above the floor, appears to be sufficient light for animal care as well as
avoiding phototoxic retinopathy in albino rodents (National Research Council, 2011).
Despite these recommendations, vivarium lighting is often adjusted to accommodate the
needs of both animal care and laboratory personnel. Brighter room lights are commonly
used when changing cages to aid in visualization during the light phase. Various photic
disturbances, such as entering and exiting animal rooms during the dark phase and housing
electronic equipment within the room, also alter light exposure at the room level, and may
result in differential exposure of the mice based on room location. Periodically placing data
loggers in animal rooms is a good option to check lighting conditions and verify absence of
light during the dark cycle. Further, lighting alarms can quickly catch malfunctioning light
timers and personnel inappropriately entering animal rooms during the dark phase to protect
study animals from aberrant light exposure and the potential disturbance to research data.
Microenvironment
In addition to the macroenvironment, an animal’s microenvironment also influences lighting
conditions. The microenvironment includes elements such as cage opacity, nesting material,
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and enrichment devices. One study found that rats experienced circadian variation as
demonstrated by altered phase timing, amplitude, or duration of plasma melatonin and other
hormones depending on whether they were housed in clear or tinted cages (Wren et al.,
2014). Similarly, altered spectral quality through tinted enrichment devices such as huts or
tunnels was sufficient to cause circadian disruption in rats (Wren-Dail et al., 2016). Along
with spectral variation, rodent enrichment also potentially influences the light intensity
experienced by the animal. Nesting material and opaque huts provide a physical barrier
between the animal and light source, thereby reducing light exposure. Because of the
potential variation in light exposure, cage type along with the amount and type of
enrichment should be standardized within a study and reported in publications.
Cage Location

Author Manuscript

For laboratory animals housed on racks, the rack location in the room and the cage location
on the rack also potentially influence lighting environment. In a rodent room, light intensity
is typically greater towards the top of the rack, near the ceiling light source. Remarkably,
light intensity can differ as much as 80-fold within clear cages located on the same rack
(Schlingmann et al., 1993). This is a substantial amount of variation, with the potential for
significant animal variability. In fact, differences in retinal morphology and ocular lesions
among BALB/c mice and Fischer 344 rats in chronic toxicity studies have been attributed to
cage location (Greenman et al., 1982; Rao, 1991). Cage location and corresponding light
intensity has also been found to influence rates of spontaneous and induced neoplasia in
mice (Greenman et al., 1984). These studies demonstrate that cage location can significantly
affect animal data and lead to experimental variability. Options for controlling light variation
include utilizing similar location for all cages on study, rotating cage position on the rack, or
using specially-designed cabinets that deliver consistent lighting to all cages.

Author Manuscript

Light Spectrum
Many studies involving circadian disruption by light utilize white light, but it is important to
recognize that biological effects can vary with different wavelengths of light. Intrinsically
photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) are maximally responsive when exposed to
wavelengths of light around 480 nm, corresponding to blue light, and least responsive to
longer wavelengths of light, which appear red (Lucas et al., 2001; Berson et al., 2002; Dacey
et al., 2005). The specific wavelengths of light that maximally activate ipRGCs can vary
between species. For example, in chicks light of 560 nm elicited the strongest response,
corresponding to green light (Jiang et al., 2017). Nonetheless, in general long wavelengths of
light in the red spectrum elicit the least response from ipRGCs, whereas shorter wavelengths
of light in the blue spectrum elicit the greatest response.

Author Manuscript

Physiological changes can occur depending on the wavelength of light utilized in an
animal’s housing environment. Rats exposed to daytime LED lighting with high blue
emissions had significantly different food and water intake, melatonin peaks, and plasma
circadian markers than rats exposed to daytime white-light LEDs (Dauchy et al., 2016).
Likewise, the physiological responses to light at night exposure can also vary with the
wavelength. Melatonin in Syrian hamsters was differentially suppressed following exposure
to light of different wavelengths at night, with the greatest suppression from blue
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wavelengths (Brainard et al., 1984). Additionally, pulses of blue or white light, but not red
light, were shown to activate neural activity in the SCN of Siberian hamsters and alter results
of depressive-like behavioral testing (Bedrosian et al., 2013b).
Eliminating all light exposure at night in vivaria is best for both animal welfare and
experimental data, but when necessary, utilizing dim red light is an effective alternative to
maintain circadian organization in laboratory species. It is important to recognize, however,
that light bulbs appearing red do not necessarily emit light solely in the red spectrum. Some
red-appearing bulbs may not block all shorter wavelengths of light; therefore, emitted
wavelengths must always be confirmed by a photometer before use around animals.
Bulb Type

Author Manuscript

Fluorescent lighting is the conventional source of general illumination in most buildings.
Traditionally vivaria utilize cool white fluorescent (CWF) or full spectrum fluorescent
lighting (FSFL), which mimic natural light due to broad spectral distribution. A topic
currently under discussion among individuals in lab animal management is switching from
fluorescent to light-emitting diode (LED) lighting for vivarium illumination. LED lighting is
attractive because it is energy efficient, produces less heat, and bulbs are changed less
frequently. Preliminarily work found no significant difference in melatonin suppression,
ocular pathology, or retinal physiology between CWF and broad-spectrum LED lighting in
rats (Heeke et al., 1999). However, as mentioned above, high blue emission LEDs in animal
rooms can greatly enhance nighttime melatonin levels, and so the LED spectrum is critical
(Dauchy et al., 2016). At this time, little to no information is available regarding chronic
LED exposure in animals. What we do know is that bulb type determines spectral quality
and therefore it has the potential to influence biological rhythms.
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Solutions to Light Pollution During the Dark Cycle
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Pollution of the housing environment by LAN is a common problem, even in modern animal
facilities, which could inadvertently lead to increased variation in research results. There are,
however, simple remedies for many common sources of light pollution. Light pollution can
originate from within the room itself, often from seemingly innocuous indicator lights.
Lights on ventilated rack control tower screens, biosafety hoods, and small electronics such
as power strips and lab equipment give off continuous light during the dark phase. The IVC
control tower screens in night mode (red screen background) we measured emitted 35 lux of
light (Mavolux 5032C, Gossen, Nurnberg, Germany). This light source is present for the full
duration of the dark phase every night and cages may be located directly next to it. These
screen lights are easily covered by small, removable sheets. For example, laminated black
cardstock adhered with Velcro is an inexpensive, minimally invasive covering for equipment
screens and lights that can be removed when needed.
Additionally, animal holding room doors often contain viewing windows for quick
visualization. Covering these windows with a light-impenetrable material or red acetates
reduces light pollution from hallway illumination. If left uncovered, racks near the door
potentially experience appreciably increased light levels. Light that measured 234 lux in the
hallway outside of the animal room door radiated 170 lux through a clear glass door
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window. The light was reduced to 4.1 lux when adding a red acetate window covering and 0
lux when using a light-impenetrable vinyl material (Mavolux 5032C, Gossen, Nurnberg,
Germany). Hallway light also leaks around incompletely sealed doors. Adding
supplementary seals such as door sweeps or weather stripping can reduce this light intrusion.

Author Manuscript

Another important source of LAN exposure for laboratory animals is personnel entering and
exiting animal rooms during the dark phase. This may cause brief, high intensity bursts of
light, which, as described above, can have physiological consequences. Prevention is the
best option for correcting this exposure route; restricting animal room entrance after lights
out and educating staff of its importance is essential. An alternative, more flexible, approach
is to add red filters over hallway lights. Red light, as discussed previously, is less disruptive
to circadian rhythms of rodents. If entering the animal room during the dark phase is
required, designing the room to include an anteroom to act as a light trap would be ideal.
One research lab installed a lightproof curtain outside the exterior door, which dropped their
light pollution down to undetectable levels within the rodent room (Dauchy et al., 2011).
Inexpensive and relatively easy modifications to animal rooms can significantly reduce light
pollution during the dark cycle.

Conclusions and Perspectives
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Data collected from a wide array of species in both natural habitats and laboratories indicate
that there are widespread effects of aberrant light, specifically light at night, on physiology
and behavior. Clock gene disruption and melatonin suppression from light exposure during
the dark phase are two thoroughly characterized mechanisms of action causing these effects
(Jones et al., 2015; Takahashi, 2016). To ensure maintenance of complete darkness, animal
holding rooms must be inspected for sources of light pollution and room entrance during the
dark phase should be controlled in a way that prevents light intrusion. To do this, cover light
sources within the room including electronic indicator lights and ventilated tower screens,
and prevent light from entering around doors and through windows. Using data loggers to
monitor light intensity and installing light alarms in animal rooms is helpful to catch
malfunctioning light timers and inappropriate room entrance during the dark phase. If
entering an animal room after dark, use only dim red lights and red acetates that have been
properly checked for spectral quality in order to minimize circadian disturbance. Both
research care staff and investigators are stakeholders in making this a priority for quality
data and animal welfare. All experiments are different and so there cannot be one set of
recommendations that will be optimal for all animal users, but these considerations provide a
good starting point for discussion.
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Because of the potential for unintended alterations in research findings, reporting detailed
lighting conditions along with the timing of experimental manipulations is critical for
reproducibility. Standardizing and reporting experimental times such as when samples are
taken, agents are administered, and surgeries are performed (both circadian time and
zeitgeber time) properly accounts for the well-documented daily oscillation of many
hormones such as glucocorticoids, melatonin, growth hormone, gonadal steroids, and
thyroid hormone (Gnocchi & Bruscalupi, 2017). Likewise, behavioral testing may yield
different results when performed during the light versus dark phase due to regular active and
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sleep phases. For instance, there is a 50% increase in withdrawal threshold in response to
mechanical stimulation of the paw when mice are tested during the light phase versus the
dark phase (Minett et al. 2014). Testing animals during the light (their inactive) phase may
produce significantly different results due to reduced motivation to complete the tasks, sleep
deprivation, increased stress, or associated cognitive deficits (Hawkins and Golledge, 2017).

Author Manuscript

Under most circumstances, interruptions in the light/dark cycle should be avoided for
laboratory animals; however, intentional LAN research continues to be an area of interest to
investigate potential effects on human health and well-being. Night shift workers, frequent
travelers experiencing jet lag, the ill/elderly, and other people with nighttime light exposure
are at increased risk for many physical and mental disorders (Conlon et al., 2007; Erren et
al., 2010; Haus & Smolensky, 2013; Kloog et al., 2008; Min & Min, 2017; Obayashi et al.,
2013; Obayashi et al., 2017; Schernhammer et al., 2003; Schernhammer et al., 2006; Spiegel
et al., 2009). As more of the developing world begins to reside in areas with significant
artificial nighttime light pollution, these animal models help us understand the potential risks
that come along with a 24/7 society. Whether it be humans or other animals, consistent,
controlled photoperiods are of the utmost importance in maintaining normal biological
rhythms and overall well-being.
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